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А blue moon, a supermoon and a total lunar eclipse coincided on Wednesday night for the first
time in 152 years.

According to NASA, the phenomenon “is special for three reasons.” First, the moon was closer
to Earth in its orbit and therefore brighter, in a phenomenon known as a supermoon.
Wednesday was also the second full moon in January, known as a blue moon. And, finally, the
moon passed through the Earth’s shadow, giving it a red color and the name blood moon.

Skygazers across Russia watched and photographed the celestial miracle.

The town of Kyshtym in the Chelyabinsk region looked on as the moon traveled over a snowy
forest.
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https://www.nasa.gov/feature/super-blue-blood-moon-coming-jan-31


Публикация от Мой Кыштым (@mkyshtym) Янв 31, 2018 at 11:21 PST

In the Urals city of Yekaterinburg, the moon was a fiery red.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BepT_VGFaNB/


Публикация от tarolog_magiya (@ann_maktub) Янв 31, 2018 at 9:05 PST

An amazing glimpse at the rare phenomenon from a skyscraper in Yekaterinburg.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BepEXbqDmpf/


Публикация от Ксения Лобановская (@lobanovskaya_ksu) Янв 31, 2018 at 1:46 PST

In the city of Izhevsk, some people braved temperatures of -15 degrees Celsius to get their
snapshot of the unique event.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BeoSKQkF0je/


Публикация от Студия танца "Вертикаль" (@studiiatantsavertikal) Янв 31, 2018 at 10:40 PST

In Moscow region's Venyukovo-Repnikovo the sky harmoniously blended various shades of
red.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BepPRYnF2FV/


Публикация от Юлиана (@iuliana7064) Янв 31, 2018 at 10:16 PST

In Moscow, the moon hung low in the sky.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BepMgW_naNm/


Публикация от Анна (@anutakoni) Янв 31, 2018 at 10:05 PST

As seen from an apartment block in the town of Yurga in the Kemerovo region.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BepLUvXHFBa/


Публикация от ⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀⠀�� Оля (@aunt.olya) Янв 31, 2018 at 6:09 PST

A perfect contrast against the night sky.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/BeowPe2hAqi/


Публикация от Елена (@elena_dumrauf) Янв 31, 2018 at 11:57 PST

Related article: The Solar Eclipse Through a Colander, And Other Russian Innovations
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